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Use Network Cache to keep the same 
information at every node.
• Nodes can leave and the data is intact.
• New nodes are assimilated with a cache refresh.
• The first network “database” created contains all the 
information required to operate the network
• The management information is ubiquitous.
• The network is self-managed and can heal after damage
• Applications can use the network to rebuild.
The AmpNet Network is also a Computer
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MicroPacket Technology
?TCP/IP Standards
?Fibre Channel (FC-0 and FC-1) Specification
Physical
FC-0 Physical Interface and Media
MicroPacket
Network
FC-1 Encode / Decode
Data Link
Transport
IP Stack 
TCP/IP
Network Cache
DMA Channels
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MicroPacket Types
MicroPacket Length Mandatory 
Rostering Fixed Yes 
Data Fixed Yes 
DMA Variable Yes 
Interrupt Fixed Yes 
Diagnostic Fixed Yes 
D64 Atomic Fixed No 
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MicroPacket Fixed Format
AFOEEOF
Payload 7Payload 6Payload 5Payload 4Word 2
Payload 3Payload 2Payload 1Payload 0Word 1
Control 3Control 2Control 1Control 0Word 0
Byte 3Byte 2Byte 1Byte 0
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MicroPacket Variable Format
aFOEEOF
Payload 63Payload 62Payload 61Payload 60Word 18
. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
Payload 4Payload 4Payload 4Payload 4Word 4
Payload3Payload 2Payload 1Payload 0Word 3
DMA Ctrl 7DMA Ctrl 6DMA Ctrl 5DMA Ctrl 4Word 2
DMA Ctrl 3DMA Ctrl 2DMA Ctrl 1DMA Ctrl 0Word 1
Control 3Control 2Control 1Control 0Word 0
Byte 3Byte 2Byte 1Byte 0
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Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Application sending
Files
Application sending
Messages 
Application sending
Messages  
Application sending 
Files
AmpNet Can Insert Multiple Data 
Streams onto a Segment at Each Node
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Network Flow Control
?Uses a variant of a register insertion ring
?Each node monitors its local view if the 
network and can increase or decrease its 
contribution to the total flow accordingly
?Even if everyone does a broadcast at the 
same time (all-to-all broadcast) the network is 
guaranteed to not drop packets
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Cache consistency 
?Two counters, at the start and end of every 
message – “Lamport counters”
?To read
– Start:  Read first counter, read last counter
– If they agree, read data, else wait and go to Start
– Read first counter, if changed go to Start
?To write
– Just write
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Cache coherence
?Write conflicts are handled at the user level 
using AmpNet locking primitives implemented 
in software (network semaphores)
?To maintain coherence between memory 
mapped from host memory to AmpNet NIC 
memory, updates in host memory are written 
through to AmpNet NIC memory – no caching 
is allowed in local host cache
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The computer can be fault tolerant
and self-healing with no data loss
• Requires Multiple Paths
• Requires a Rostering Algorithm
• Requires Network Cache
This means it never goes down
and never loses your data
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Quad-Redundant Switched Network - Physical
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Rostering
? Algorithm starts automatically whenever a failure is 
detected
? A modified flooding algorithm that explores the 
network for available paths and allows the creation 
of the largest possible logical ring
? Packets are forwarded according to rostering rules
? Rostering completes in two ring-tour times 
– 1 to 2 milliseconds, depending on the number of nodes 
and the length of the fiber
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• Every node is a real-time Micro Computer
• Managed by AmpNet Distributed Kernel (AmpDK)
• Instantly Self-Boots - Doesn’t need a Host
• Conforms to assimilation rules before coming online
• Enforces version compatibilities across the network
• Enforces the same rules for all computers (VxWorks, 
Linux, Windows 2000, etc.)
• Supports embedded multi-threaded application processes
Nodes Easily Enter the Network 
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• Network failures detected by hardware
• Hardware Self Heals via a Rostering Algorithm
• Distributed Micro-Kernel provides Self Reconstitution
• Built-in diagnostics certify new configuration
• Smart Data Recovery is supported by Cache Refresh
• Cached Database reflects new configuration
Application Failover is Possible
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• Millisecond application failure detection
• Application definable fail-over period
• Control passes to the best qualified computer
• Applies Application Rules of Recovery
No down time and no loss of data!
Node Re-Entry and Application Failover

